Case No: v432
Dear Sir,
Thanks for taking services from askastrologer.com.
Birth details given by you
Birth date: XX-XX-XXXX
Birth time: XX.XX
Birth place: XXXXX, India.
Your Name analysis
Please remember that we should NOT take surname or father’s name or
family’s name for numerological analysis. The name which is most often used
or mostly called is the name that affects your life.
Best Name for you
Your present name Pradeep contains numbers 38 and 33 and 7. The number
38 is good. The number 33 indicates health problems, career problems, and
loss of money. The number 7 indicates spiritual growth. There will be less
worldly comforts. Hence, we have to change your name. We just added ‘h’
into your name and the best and luckiest name for you is:
Pradheep
Your
Your
Your
Your
Your

lucky
lucky
lucky
lucky
lucky

numbers: 1, 2, 8
dates: 1, 10, 19, 28, 2, 11, 20, 29, 8, 17, 26.
colors: Red, Cream colors, Bright red
days of the week: Sunday, Monday, Saturday.
Months: January, February, August, October, November.

The above name gives power, thinking ability, executive skills, good health
and success in financial matters.
Since the above name’s compound numbers and single numbers are in
harmony with the date of birth, it is highly recommended. Please understand

that if everyone around you start calling you with this name fully as:
Pradheep then only you will get the full benefits of this name very soon. You
should use the same spelling suggested here. You should also sign any
documents or papers with this name only.
Note: You can use surname along with the above name in legal
documents, school certificates and passport etc.
Sample Signature
Put your signature slightly rising from left to right, as shown below:

Start the signature with capital letter. The tail of last ‘p’ should rise up.
Advice to get the good results of your new name
The following exercise should be done every day either in the morning or
evening with peace of mind (not in hurry-burry manner) by the person who
is getting the new name.
People change their names with an intention to achieve success in the life.
But they often forget to use their new name. Remember, if you changed your
name, you should start using it immediately. Strictly, ask your friends and
neighbors to call you with your new name. Get your visiting cards and name
plate printed with this new name. In the following paragraphs we discuss an
exercise to program your mind so that it accustoms to your new name and
achieves its positive effects soon.
Take a white paper of A4 size or a white paper of a long notebook. Take a HB
pencil and write your new (changed) name in Cursive writing [see the
signature in the previous section] on the white paper for exactly 46 times
starting from top to bottom. Write the spelling correctly. Do not write more
or less number of times. Write on one side of the paper only. Do not write
numbers along with your name for counting purpose. It may take several
minutes to complete this.
Do the above exercise daily in the morning, before starting your day. Keep
that paper in your pocket/wallet. The next day morning, use a fresh white
paper and write your name in cursive writing again. While doing this
exercise, you should keep your mind peaceful and tension-free. Do this daily

for 46 days. This will make the influence of your new name to come into
effect very soon and positive results start coming into your way.
These 46 days completes one course. Give a gap of 2 to 3 days gap and then
again repeat the above exercise for 46 days. This is second course. After that
give a gap of 2 to 3 days and then repeat the above exercise. When you
complete 2 or 3 courses like this, you will get your new name coming into full
power.
After a few months, when all the courses are completed, then throw those
papers into a river, sea or flowing water (like a canal).
Minimum number of courses recommended: 10.
NOTE: As an alternative, you can also use a ballpoint pen to do the above
exercise instead of a pencil.
Using lucky numbers
Your best numbers are: 1 and 2 in that order of preference.
Always you should use 1 as the best number for your house/car/bank
account/in any of your transactions. Suppose your car number is AP 09 BL
2116, take only the last 4 digits: 2116 since this number is only used while
referencing your car. Find the sum of these digits and make it a single digit.
2
1 1 6
2 + 1 + 1 + 6 = 10 = 1+0 = 1
As its total comes to 1, it becomes lucky number for you. So, this car number
becomes lucky for you. And if possible, see that the car color is your lucky
colors.
Similarly, the house number or flat number 406 is lucky for you, as 406 =
4+0+6= 10= 1.
Similarly, add all the digits of your mobile number and make it a single digit.
If it comes to 1 or 2, then it is lucky for you.
Using Lucky dates, colors and days
Lucky numbers, colors and dates will bring you good luck with their
harmonious vibrations. When you are attending an interview or meeting
important people or signing important papers, try to schedule these events

on any of your lucky dates. Wear a dress that reflects your lucky color. If
possible, see that the event takes place on your lucky day of the week also.
When you combine the lucky date, color and day in this manner, your
chances of success will increase.
NOTE
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Surname should not be used - means do not introduce yourself with
your surname. Also, do not get called with your surname. You can
mention surname in the school certificates or legal documents where
required but it should not be used in daily life.
Use your selected new name with the spelling exactly as suggested in
this report.
Remember, there will not be any change in calling your name even if
the spelling is changed.
Use the new name with the suggested spelling on your visiting cards,
e-mail accounts, name plate at your home door and office door,
stickers on your vehicle.
Use the new signature in your office registers, banks and other places
wherever is possible.
You need NOT use the suggested new name in legal documents and
school and college certificates.
By all means, kindly avoid using the nick names. Strictly ask everyone
around you not to call with any nick name. Request them to call you
with the name suggested in this report.

Some Numerologists are saying that by changing the name, miracles will
happen. It is not correct. By changing the name, we are making your name
harmonious to your birth numbers and birth horoscope. Thus, any friction
and obstacles are eliminated in day to day life. This will slowly lead the
person into success.
You can express any doubts on this report, but kindly avoid asking doubts on
technical things.
May stars brighten your future!
Dr R Nageswara Rao,
Astro-Numero-Vastu-Palmist
askastrologer2005@gmail.com
7 Sep 2018.

